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ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR TRAVEL-RELATED PRODUCTS



About us - What is Crystabaya?
Crystabaya is the next go-to marketplace for hotel nights and travel-related products underpinned 
by blockchain technology to better serve travelers across the globe at reduced costs. 



On this platform, users can find and book a room at the cheapest possible rate while having the 
peace of mind of keeping their money secure when their travel plan changes. Crystabaya converts 
the centralized hotel and rental house booking experience into flexible and customizable 
decentralized exchange opportunities for travelers, hotel owners and investors; all of which will 
greatly benefit from it.



Crystabaya is a joint venture between Crystal Bay Group and Beowulf Corporate to revitalize and 
renovate the post-pandemic tourism service. Its partnerships currently cover a network of more 
than 2000 hotels worldwide.
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Team
Trung T. Nguyen
Co-Founder and CEO 

Trung is a veteran in technology and finance. After earning two 
master's degrees in the UK, he returned to Vietnam and began 
working at a domestic bank. Currently he is the CEO of Crystal 
Bay Holding. Previously, he hold many leadership positions 
across the banking and technology sectors in Vietnam such as 
Techcombank, VP Commercial Bank, Bac A Bank, and 
Goldengate Technology corporation.

Jeremy Khoo
Advisor

Jeremy Khoo is a serial entrepreneur who has successfully 
exited 3 venture funded companies. Prior to DeFiato, Jeremy is 
the Managing Partner of CRC Capital, an early stage 
blockchain investment fund. He is also involved in blockchain 
development as an educator, lecturing in Nanyang 
Technological University. Jeremy obtained his Bachelor's 
Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Nanyang 
Technological University of Singapore and also received the 
prestigious ‘Sword of Honour’ during Officer Commissioning 
from the Republic of Singapore Air Force.

Van Le
Advisor

Van is currently the CEO of Saladin and a pioneer of InsurTech 
in Vietnam with an aspiration to expand across Asia. Previously 
Van led the effort to deploy successfully Traveloka in Vietnam 
as the country manager from its inception to a team of 300 
staff. She was also a Chief Strategy Office of BeGroup, and 
Chief Product, Marketing & Research of Home Credit Vietnam. 
Van graduated from Nanyang Technological University as a 
Singapore Government Scholar.
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Crystal Trang Huyen Do
Advisor

Crystal is the founder of Wanderlust Tips – The leading travel 
magazine. She is also the Head of the Organizing Committee 
of the Best Hotels Resorts Awards.  Crystal is a modern 
woman of many talents: a passionate and successful CEO, a 
luxury travel enthusiast setting foot on almost every continent 
and over 40 countries. She is among the top 5 travel 
influencers in Vietnam.

William H. Nguyen, Ph.D.
Co-Founder and Chairman

William is currently the founder of Beowulf Blockchain and a 
serial entrepreneur with a history of successful ventures in 
blockchain, communication technology, education and 
computer/network/data security. William is the former Alfred 
P. Sloan Postdoctoral Fellow at Harvard Medical School. 
Before Harvard, he was the Institutional Doctoral Fellow in 
Computational Science at the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory.

Kelly Liu
Regional Director for Business Development

Kelly is currently working as Regional Director for Asia Pacific 
at Beowulf Blockchain, actively coordinating resources in 
Northeast and Southeast Asia. Kelly has 9 years of 
experience in investing in the U.S. stock market and crypto, 
and has a business acumen with multiple cultural dimensions. 
She is a Tik Tok influencer, speaks five languages, and has 
lived in Tokyo, Beijing, Berlin, Oxford, and Taipei.
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How does it work?

Each hotel room night or travel-related product is uniquely registered and listed as a NFT on 
Crystabaya Marketplace or OpenSea. Travelers can visit Crystabaya.com to search and book 
hotel stays, and other travel services. On the top of accepting the traditional fiat payment, 
Crystabaya will also support a variety of crypto payments.



In the event that users alter their travel plan or they no longer need to use these bookings, 
they can freely share, donate, and re-sell them to other users on the platform at any time at 
their own desired pricing. The cost savings of these NFT travel bookings are automatically 
passed on to new buyers, and henceforth, the system will provide the cheapest room rate with 
respect to the existing bookings. This mechanism will also allow retail investors to participate 
in the system. Such participation will bring massive liquidity to the travel marketplace and 
power the growth of tokenomics on Crystabaya Platform.



Crystabaya optimizes travelers’ options and experience by introducing travel-now-pay-later 
option via credits to loan users. This scheme frees travelers from financial constraints to 
embark on their journeys easily. 



Cashback program converts travelers into travel agents to earn money by assisting other 
fellow travelers to buy products listed on Crystabaya.com. What’s more, the multi-level 
marketing program with global affiliate network allows everyone to build a personal travel 
network that generates passive income.
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What makes 
Crystabaya unique?

Book hotel rooms with the cheapest 
possible rates worldwide.

Trade the booked stays if travel plans 
change.

Collect a collectible special artwork given 
by the hotel after the stay as souvenirs or 
for future collection trading.

UNRIVALED PRICING

FLEXIBLE PLANNING 

AESTHETIC MASTERPIECES

Are offered "travel now-pay-later" service 
(credit/loan to users) to increase liquidity 
for the travel needs rapidly and easily.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Earn cashback on every purchase on 
Crystabaya marketplace.

CASHBACK PROGRAM

Join in the affiliate network of Crystabaya 
worldwide with three levels of membership 
entailing exclusive rewards accordingly.

MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING PROGRAM
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Benefits to everyone

Benefits to Travelers

Book with the cheapest possible hotel room rates 
worldwide



Have the ability to choose a specific room with a 
specific view when booking for their stay



Trade their booked stays if their travel plans change



Collect a collectible special artwork given by the hotel 
after the stay for memories or for future NFT trading.

Benefit to Hotel Owners

Can sell hotel rooms for years in advance for 
fundraising.



Manage the colossal booking workload and operational 
cost more efficiently.



Expand the market to travelers worldwide.

Benefit to Travel Companies and Retail 
Investors

Book hotel rooms in advance at a cheap rate.



Re-sell hotel rooms to those who need them for a profit.
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2000+
hotels, banks and 

transportation services

Partners
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Open the new era of digital tourismOpen the new era of digital tourism



William H. Nguyen, Ph.D.


Email: william@crystabaya.com


